Silverstream School
Strategic Plan
2020 - 2022

Ko wai Mawai Hakona?
Introduction
The Silverstream School Board, Staff, Students and Community have established a strategic framework to plan, give direction, and ensure
student achievement and success.
The Strategic Plan and Charter for 2018 is centred around our vision of ‘Together we Inspire a Passion for Learning’, and encompasses our
beliefs about teaching and learning at Silverstream School. We have identified 4 key priority areas for us as a school to develop to ensure
success for all learners:
✩ Empowered Learners ✩ Empowered Staff ✩ Innovative Learning ✩ Partnerships ✩

Community Partnerships
Silverstream School is in the heart of the community and has a strong tradition of being a family oriented school with strong partnerships
between home and school. The school and community will continue to work together to ensure that each child learns and grows intellectually,
physically, socially and emotionally. The school values each child’s cultural background. Programmes will be in place to support new English
Language Learners and speakers of Te Reo Maori. We recognise and value the special and unique nature of its community and environment
through learning and EOTC programmes.
Māori Succeeding as Māori
We value our Māori students, their whanau and the richness the Māori culture brings to Silverstream School. Caring for students as Māori,
acknowledging their mana (manaakitanga) and having high expectations for them (mana motuhake) is key to success. Culturally responsive
teachers and support staff welcome and build effective relationships with Māori tamariki through the use of dynamic and interactive teaching
styles, constantly seeking to increase their understanding and knowledge of Te Reo and Tikanga Māori. The school will meet regularly and
actively maintain strong lines of communication with whanau, and together celebrate the success of our Māori students as Māori.
In consultation with Whanau, the school will ensure all reasonable steps are taken to provide instruction in Tikanga Maori and Te Reo Maori
for full time students whose parents identify this as a priority.

Silverstream School Strategic Direction

Big Picture Goals
Vision
Whakatauki
Goals

Strategic
Initiatives

Together we inspire a passion for learning
Ma te huruhuru ka rere te manu - Adorn the bird with feathers so it can fly
1. Empowered Learners
Students are empowered
to be active participants in
their own learning

1.

2.
3.
4.

Success

Values

Develop a shared
understanding of agentic
practices at different
levels of the school
Student voice is heard
and acted on
Develop culturally
responsive practices
Zones of Regulation used
across the school

Students have a sense of
belonging and
connectedness - they can
articulate their learning goals
and next steps.

Be Kind

2. Empowered Staff
Build a culture of high
performance and
continuous improvement

1.

2.

3.

Strengthen shared high
expectations across all
levels of the school
Develop a culture of
critical inquiry and
teacher agency
Purposeful data analysis
and practice analysis
conversations are
embedded in our culture

A cohesive and collaborative
staff team work on the
principle of “better never
stops”

Be Safe

3. Innovative Learning
Create a ‘Deep Learning’
culture where all learning is
meaningful, authentic and
purposeful

1.
2.

3.

Become an NPDL School
Develop a cohesive plan
for developmentally
appropriate inquiry
(Silverstream Learning
Framework)
Introduce/Implement
Digital Technologies
Curriculum (2020 - )

Learning is transformed using
real life problem solving and
leveraging off students own
strengths

Be Responsible

Be Brave

4. Partnerships
Empower parents and
whanau to be partners in
their children’s learning

1.

2.

3.

Modify reporting and goal
setting to allow for
meaningful engagement
with parents
Develop meaningful
learning partnerships with
parents and whanau
Train staff in culturally
responsive practices

Parents and whanau work
closely and positively with
school staff for the benefit of
our children

Have Fun

2020 Strategic Overview
Empowered Learners
Consolidate Writing PLD through developing student agency within deep learning
contexts (Agency/Voice)
Strengthen student agency through
utilising Deep Learning Competency Rubrics
Student centred reporting introduced
Embed & Extend Zones of Regulation
(Quality Circle time in Years 4 - 6)

Partnerships
Actions from Hautū Self Review (TBC)
Strengthen Learning Centred partnerships with families:
~ Familiarise parents with our learning framework
and NPDL
~ Refine Transition and Induction processes in line
with 2019 review outcomes
~ 360 review of reporting systems
~ Use our families as a resource both in terms
of expertise and to support curriculum design
Charter Consultation & Review

TAI Cycles extend to include peer observation &
feedback in the context of Deep Learning
practices
Design school wide planning templates that
support the development of Deep Learning
and reflect the intent of our SS Learning
Framework (inquiry model)
Digital Technologies Curriculum implemented through a Deep Learning lens:
●
Identify opportunities to using digital tools in ways that enhance learning.

All teachers using Deep Learning competency
framework and tools from deep learning hub
Support Cultural Competency through strengthening connections to local
environment and local history
Incorporate Te Reo in every day Silverstream life
Continue Wellbeing & Support of Zones of Regulation through building social
emotional capabilities of staff

Innovative Learning

Empowered Staff

Draft 3 Year Strategic Overview
2020

2021

2022

Goal 1:
Empowered
Learners

Develop NPDL Actions (Agency/Voice)
Student centred reporting introduced
Embed & Extend Zones of Regulation
(Quality Circle time in Years 4 - 6)
Consolidate Writing PLD (Agency/Voice)

Consolidate NPDL Actions
Embed Writing PLD

To be determined following strategic
consultation and work with Springboard
Trust in 2020

Goal 2:
Empowered Staff

NPDL Actions
Cultural Competency?
TAI Cycles extend to include peer
observation & feedback
Social Emotional Capabilities (staff
Wellbeing & Support of Zones of
Regulation)

Consolidate NPDL Actions
Maths PLD focus
Review effectiveness of TAI cycles

To be determined following strategic
consultation and work with Springboard
Trust in 2020

NPDL Introduced Across School:
Continue Developing authentic Inquiry
practices
Digital Technologies Curriculum
implemented

Consolidate NPDL Actions (Authentic
Inquiry)
Consolidate Digital Technologies
Curriculum

To be determined following strategic
consultation and work with Springboard
Trust in 2020

Actions from Hautū implemented
Charter Consultation
Strengthen community partnerships
(Embed culture of trust / open door)

Consolidate Hautū actions and Culturally
Responsive practices
Review quality of partnerships

To be determined following strategic
consultation and work with Springboard
Trust in 2020

Goal 3:
Innovative
Learning

Goal 4:
Partnerships

2020 Achievement Targets
Reading Target

Target

Baseline Data

Key Actions and
Initiatives in
Annual Plans

Success Measures

Writing Target

Mathematics Target

● Accelerate the progress of all students
achieving below curriculum level
expectations in Reading, with a
particular focus on those in Year 5.
● Increase the proportion of priority
learners (Boys and NZ Māori) in the
Above expectation category

● Accelerate the progress of all students
achieving below curriculum level
expectations in Writing, with a
particular focus on those in Year 5.
● Increase the proportion of priority
learners (Boys and NZ Māori) in the
Above expectation category

● Accelerate the progress of all students
achieving below curriculum level
expectations in Mathematics, with a
particular focus on those in Year 5.
● Increase the proportion of priority
learners (Girls and NZ Māori) in the
Above expectation category

2019 EOY Curriculum Level Judgements:
Overall ‘At and Above’: 84%
Difference, Boys & Girls: -9.3%
Difference, Maori & Non Maori: -9.7%
Students in ‘Above’ group - 18%

2019 EOY Curriculum Level Judgements:
Overall ‘At and Above’ - 65.8%
Difference, Boys & Girls: --14.6%
Difference, Maori & Non Maori: -4.6%
Students in ‘Above’ group - 4.2%

2019 EOY Curriculum Level Judgements:
Overall ‘At and Above’ - 80.3%
Difference, Boys & Girls: +3.6%
Difference, Maori & Non Maori: =0%
Students in ‘Above’ group - 14.3%

Improving Tracking and monitoring of
target students
Increase responsiveness to Student Voice
Increase authenticity of learning
experoences (NPDL)

Improving Tracking and monitoring of
target students
Increase responsiveness to Student Voice
Increase authenticity of learning
experoences (NPDL)

Improving Tracking and monitoring of
target students
Increase responsiveness to Student Voice
Increase authenticity of learning
experiences (NPDL)

Running record, Probe and eAsTTLe data
(term by term)

eAsTTLe data (term by term)

Numeracy stage and eAsTTLe data (term
by term)

Curriculum Level judgements (mid & end
of year)

Curriculum Level judgements (mid & end
of year)

Curriculum Level judgements (mid & end
of year)

Annual Plan - Empowered Learners

Students are empowered to be active participants in their own learning
Term 1

Develop a shared
Initiatitives
understanding
of agentic
practices at different levels of
the school

Term 2

Term 3

Consolidate Writing PLD through developing student agency within deep
learning contexts
(Agency/Voice)
Term
1
Term 2

Strengthen student Voice by
introducing Deep Learning
Competency Rubrics

Student voice is heard and
acted on
Develop culturally responsive
practices

Support Cultural Competency through strengthening connections to
local environment and local history

Zones of Regulation used across
the school

Embed & Extend Zones of Regulation (Quality Circle time in Years 4 - 6)

Term 4

Term 4

Term 3

Student centred reporting
introduced
Incorporate Te Reo/Te Ao Maori in every day Silverstream life

Activity/Output

Who

Resources

Indicators/Measures of Success

Review

Consolidate Writing PLD through developing
student agency within deep learning contexts
(Agency/Voice)

Corey

Time in Staff & Team
meetings for target
student discussions

Writing data will improve
Target students will show accelerated progress

End of Term 2 & 4 (with mid and
end of year data)

Strengthen student Voice by introducing Deep
Learning Competency Rubrics

Jackie

2x Staff hui in term 2

Rubric scores improve over time

Baseline only in 2020
Track progress in 2021 and beyond

Student centred reporting introduced

Senior
Leadership

2x PLD days with Andy
Team mtg time (Y5/6)

Spotlight is trialled as a means of sharing real time
achievement information with families in Years 5&6

End of year

Support Cultural Competency through
strengthening connections to local environment
and local history

Corey

2x Staff hui per term
Orongomai Marae

Children can talk about their place in the world
Gap between Maori and non Maori data improves
Me and My School Data improves for Maori students

Term 2/3
With mid and end of year data
M&MS collected in 2021

Incorporate Te Reo/Te Ao Maori in every day
Silverstream life

All
Teachers

Regular time slot in
Team and staff
meetings

Anecdotally notice students and staff using Te reo more
Gap between Maori and non Maori data improves
Me and My School Data improves for Maori students

With mid and end of year data
M&MS collected in 2021

Embed & Extend Zones of Regulation (Quality
Circle time in Years 4 - 6)

Corey + All
Teachers

DP time to model,
support and feedback
Release to visit schools

All staff using Zones and/or circle time regularly in the
classrooms
Me and my school survey shows student culture
improving.

Class timetables reflect use of time
- Corey’s Obs
M&MS collected in 2021

Annual Plan - Innovative Learning

Create a ‘Deep Learning’ culture where all learning is meaningful, authentic and purposeful
Term 1

Initiatives

Become an NPDL School

Term 2

Term 3

Design school wide planning
templates thatTerm
support
1 the
development of Deep Learning
and reflect the intent of our SS
Learning Framework (inquiry
model)

Term 2

Develop a cohesive plan for
developmentally appropriate
inquiry (Silverstream Learning
Framework)

Term 4

Review and refine school wide
planning templates
Term that
3 support
the development of Deep Learning
and reflect the intent of our SS
Learning Framework (inquiry
model)

Term 1

Extend Play based learning philosophies into Year 4

Participate in Cluster Wide Digital
Technologies PLD

Introduce/Implement Digital
Technologies Curriculum (2020 )

Identify opportunities to use digital
tools in ways that enhance deep
learning contexts

Activity/Output

Who

Resources

Indicators/Measures of Success

Review

Design school wide planning templates that
support the development of Deep Learning
and reflect the intent of our SS Learning
Framework (inquiry model)

Jackie and Team
Leaders

TOD prior to school
starting - Time in team
hui to work
collaboratively

Unit plans all reflect Deep Learning competencies
and Rubrics by the end of the year
Cluster moderation of units to get feedback

Updates end of Term 1&3

Extend Play based learning philosophies into
Year 4

Amanda

Team hui time & Time
to observe others

iTime programme in Year 4 shows extension and
development past the Year 3 programme in line with
our learning framework.

Term 3

Participate in Cluster Wide Digital
Technologies PLD

Chris M + TBD

8x release days for
leads; 6 for cohorts

DT Self review tool shows improvement
Teachers express confidence in new knowledge and
understandings.

Mid and End of year updates

Review and refine school wide planning
templates that support the development of
Deep Learning and reflect the intent of our SS
Learning Framework (inquiry model)

Team Leaders

TOD prior to school
starting - Time in team
hui to work
collaboratively

Staff feel more confident when planning through an
NPDL lens - 1 unit moderated across cluster
School Conditions rubric shows growth in the area of
planning

Updates end of Term 1&3

Identify opportunities to use digital tools in
ways that enhance deep learning contexts

Jackie + Team
Leaders

Time during Staff &
Team Hui. PLD Release

School Conditions and Deep learning rubrics show
improvement. DT Self review tool reflects growth

Mid and End of year updates

Annual Plan - Empowered Sta

Build a culture of high performance and continuous improvement
Term 1

Initiatives
Strengthen shared high
expectations across all levels of
the school

Term 2

Term 3

Term
2 Quality Circle
Term 1 & Support of Zones of Regulation
Continue Wellbeing
(and
Time) through building social emotional capabilities of staff

Term 4

Term 4

Term 3

Teachers begin using Deep Learning competency framework and tools
from deep learning hub

Develop a culture of critical
inquiry and teacher agency

Refine systems for tracking target
student achievement

Purposeful data analysis and
practice analysis conversations
are embedded in our culture
Activity/Output

Continue Wellbeing & Support of Zones of
Regulation (and Quality Circle Time) through
building social emotional capabilities of staff
Teachers begin using Deep Learning
competency framework and tools from deep
learning hub

Target student contexts to become a feature of Coaching & Practice Analysis Conversation

TAI Cycles extend to include peer observation & feedback in the context
of Deep Learning practices
Who

Resources

Indicators/Measures of Success

Review

Corey &
Amanda

DP time to model,
support etc
Release to visit
schools

All staff using Zones and/or circle time regularly in the
classrooms
Me and my school survey shows student culture improving.

Class timetables reflect use of time
- Corey’s Obs
M&MS collected in 2021

Jackie & NPDL
Team

TODs
Time in team hui
Release to visit
others

Staff feel more confident when planning through an NPDL
lens - 1 unit moderated across cluster
School Conditions rubric shows growth in the area of
planning

Updates end of Term 1&3

Writing data will improve
Target students will show accelerated progress

End of Term 2 & 4 (with mid and
end of year data)

Refine systems for tracking target student
achievement

Senior
Leadership

Target student contexts to become a feature
of Coaching & Practice Analysis Conversation

All Coaches
/Appraisers

Release for
conversations

End of Year Coaching summaries and attestations will
reflect a focus on improving outcomes for target students

AOV at end of year

TAI Cycles extend to include peer observation
& feedback in the context of Deep Learning
practices

Senior
Leadership

Release for peer obs

End of Year Coaching summaries and attestations will
reflect a focus on growing practice in relation to NPDL

End Term 1&3

Annual Plan - Partnerships

Empower parents and whanau to be partners in their children’s learning
Charter Consultation and Review
Initiatives
(Springboard Trust Model)

Develop meaningful learning
partnerships with parents and
whanau

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

Vision & Aspirations
Term 1
Stakeholder input

Stakeholder Input, 3 Year outlook,
& Roadmap Term 2

Measurement Tools and Resources

Term 3

Planning for Change

Term 4

Refine Transition and Induction
processes in line with 2019 review
outcomes
Use our families as a resource both in terms of expertise and to support curriculum design
Introduce Spotlight in Year 5/6

Modify reporting and goal
setting to allow for meaningful
engagement with parents
Train staff/BOT in culturally
responsive practices

Professional Learning for BOT:Roles
in relation to Treaty partnerships
Incorporate Tataiako into
performance management
systems

Develop system for consistent use
of Seesaw across the school

Introduce student centred
reporting
360 review of reporting systems

Specific Charter Consultation for
Måori
PLD for Support staff to increase
their cultural responsiveness

Review Concerns/complaints
procedure through Måori lens
Track Måori students as part of
targets

Develop culturally appropriate
Recruitment processes

Activity/Output

Who

Resources

Indicators/Measures of Success

Review

Charter Consultation and Review
(Springboard Trust Model)

Lisa

Time during
hui

New Charter by end of year reflects stakeholder voice

End of year

Develop meaningful learning partnerships
with parents and whanau

Lisa, Corey &
Partnerships
team

Time!

Families feel they have a voice in the school

Terms 2&4

Modify reporting and goal setting to allow for
meaningful engagement with parents

Senior Leadership

Time!

360 feedback from parents

End of Term 3

Train staff/BOT in culturally responsive
practices

Corey

NZSTA Kaitiaki
network
and/or
Orongomai

Staff and BOT minutes reflect PLD
Revised Concerns/complaints and appointment
process in place

Term by term, as each project is achieved

Action & Support Plan - Target Speciﬁc
To support the work already happening in relation to our strategic initiatives:
Activity/Output

Who

When

(in addition to generalised strategic goals above)

Resources
Needed

Review

funding, PLD, Personnel

Track and Monitor target students in Writing and Maths ●
Identify target student for tracking group of up to 6 in each (those on the
cusp of below, ready for at) Where possible, the majority of this group should
be Maori, and in writing should be mostly boys, in maths should be mostly
girls.
●
Termly tracking of these target groups
●
Puzzle of Practice (within the syndicate) on a regular basis eg: every week,
so that everyone has a turn bringing the data once a term
●
Coaching to focus on the data of these groups - what have I tried, what do I
need to learn to do differently for this group. Shared language around what
tools, etc use.
●
Front loading lessons for target students so they are forewarned and have
the opportunity to reflect/revisit.

Team
Leaders /
Coaches

Set up
through TOD

Time in Staff and
Team hui

Shifts in Mindset/Culture
●
Sense of urgency - ‘mileage’ in writing and maths (bullet maths) EVERY
DAY
●
Protecting core learning time from interruptions
●
High expectations - knowing learners and teaching them beyond where they
are (back fill knowledge gap - enlist support of parents with this)
Additional Grouping to Support Target Learners
1.
Corey will take maths groups in Year 5/6
2.
Jackie will take writing groups in Year 5/6
3.
Establish Writing support groups in Year 3 (personnel TBC)
4.
6 teachers will be trained in the use of Numicon
5.
TAs will be taking groups in Quick 60, Early Words (potentially also numicon,
but probably Term 2 on)

Term by term progress updates.

Regular
feature on
team agenda

Release time for
meaningful
coaching
conversations

Everyone

Touch base
during staff
and team hui

Time in Staff and
Team hui

Evident in team agendas and conversations
in staffroom.

Senior
leadership

1.Term 1-3
2.Term 1-3
3.Term 2-3
4.Term 1
5.Ongoing

DP Release time
freed up to enable
this (additional
teachers to cover
CRT)
TA funding

Through Puzzle of Practice conversations
and through mid and end of year data
reports.

